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HYUR Manufacturing’s Virtual Roundtable: Bridging Talent and 
Opportunity in the Manufacturing Sector 

Cincinnati, OH (February 1, 2024) – HYUR, a leading full-service recruitment agency 
specializing in connecting exceptional talent and employers within various industries, 
including Healthcare and Manufacturing, announces its highly anticipated Manufacturing 
Virtual Roundtable scheduled for Wednesday, February 21, 2024. This exclusive event will 
delve into current manufacturing openings and discuss how HYUR is uniquely positioned to 
assist candidates in achieving their career aspirations with their field of study or skilled 
trade. 

"At HYUR, we seek career-minded individuals who are looking for a long-term position, and 
our goal is to make sure we’re matching candidates with the opportunity that is the best fit 
possible," said Helie White, Account Manager at HYUR. "Our Manufacturing Virtual 
Roundtable aims to showcase the array of opportunities available in the manufacturing 
industry and highlight how HYUR's personalized approach can empower candidates to land a 
job they’ll love." 

 

The Manufacturing Virtual Roundtable serves as an invaluable platform for job seekers and 
talent acquisition specialists alike to explore the diverse opportunities within the 
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manufacturing sector and understand how HYUR's comprehensive workforce solutions can 
facilitate career advancement and foster long-term success. 

Key highlights of the Manufacturing Virtual Roundtable include: 

• Discussion on Current Manufacturing Openings: Gain insights into the latest job 
opportunities, skill requirements, and career pathways within the manufacturing 
sector. 

• HYUR's Role in Career Guidance: Learn how HYUR provides tailored career guidance, 
exclusive access to top opportunities, and personalized support throughout the hiring 
process. 

• Personal and Professional Growth: Understand HYUR's commitment to understanding 
each candidate's unique goals and fostering growth opportunities that transcend 
expectations. 

• Success Stories and Recruitment Approach: Explore HYUR Manufacturing's 
partnership with skilled trade professionals, providing high-quality career growth 
opportunities and establishing HYUR as the go-to choice for professionals in the 
manufacturing sector. 

"I could not be where I am today without the hard work of my recruiter, Whitney, and all the 
wonderful people at HYUR who invested their time into my career path," explains Sean J., 
current associate of HYUR. "After explaining what I needed from an employer, and using the 
information I gave about myself and my skillsets, Whitney was able to help me attain my 
dream job.” 

 
Sean J. receiving 2023 Associate of the Year Award from HYUR recruiter, Whitney Kelly 

The Manufacturing Virtual Roundtable welcomes participants from diverse backgrounds, 
including students, professors, skilled trade professionals, HR specialists, and recruiters. 
Registration for the event is free and can be completed online via https://bit.ly/3tuGKC0. 

For more information about the Manufacturing Virtual Roundtable and to stay updated on 
event details, please visit HYUR – Bridging the gap between clients and candidates. 

https://hyur.com/


About HYUR 

HYUR is a privately-held, full-service recruiting firm headquartered locally in 
Cincinnati, OH with a growing national footprint. By bridging the gap 
between talent and opportunity, HYUR is committed to driving positive 
change and facilitating meaningful connections within the manufacturing, 
healthcare, and other industries.  

 

For all media inquiries or to schedule an appearance, please contact:  

Kristina Cadle 
513-252-2735 
Kcadle@hyur.com 
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